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WHAT

1. The transformation of power in the big data and AI era

2. AI and big data as ”socio-technical infrastructures” of 

power (”BDSTIs and AISTIs) 

HOW 

3. Socio-technical change

4. A global narrative: ”The Human (-Centric) Approach”

5. Human socio-technical infrastructures of empowerment
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AI and big data as infrastructure

APPEARANCE

MATERIAL

DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION

ARCHITECTURE
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1. “BDSTIs” 

Big Data Socio-Technical Infrastructures
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2. “AISTIs” 

AI Socio-Technical
Infrastructures

CPDP,2017, Artwork: Rayman, Concept: Dara Hallinan
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Human Socio-Technical 

Infrastructures of 

empowerment 

3. Humans



“
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The Geo-Politics of AI 

What kind of power do we want? What kind of 

society are we reinforcing and creating with big data 

and AI?
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“ Invention and development: The first phase is dominated by inventors and

entrepreneurs that are the key drivers for the invention and the initial

development of the system, while managers, engineers and financiers are involved

secondarily.

Transfer: In the second phase the focus moves to the process of transferring the

technology from one region and society to another and equally the dominant

agents involved in this phase change to include, in addition to the entrepreneurs

and inventors, the financiers and organisers of enterprises as key actors.

Growth: In the third phase a range of actors, entrepreneurs, inventors, engineers

and others, dedicate their efforts on correcting and finding solutions to what

Hughes refers to as their “reverse salients” that are formulated as critical

problems that prevents the system from growing.

Momentum, competition and consolidation: A large socio-technical system requires

a momentum with “mass, velocity and direction” which is created by the different

interests invested in the system in the fourth phase of societal consolidation. ”

Hasselbalch, Data Ethics of Power, with reference to Thomas P. Hughes, 1983

1. Phases of Socio-Technical Change (Thomas P. Hughes)
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When infrastructures “break down” 

narratives of power and interests become visible ...

Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic Digitale Gesellschaft

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/en:Creative_Commons
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en


The Liquid Surveillance Society
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Does not come from a centralised visible above (“sur”) (Baumann & Lyon, 2013)

Is embedded in digital infrastructures, networked, distributed and sustained by 

increasingly bigger distances between the ones that watch and those that are being watched. 

(Galic et al., 2017) 

Is opaque and bottom up, invisibly intertwined with individuals’ lives, and therefore also 

inscrutable and difficult to address (Lyon, 2010). 

Is not exceptional, but a condition of experience and human life. It is our “culture” (Lyon, 2018). 

Is based on “dataveillance”, a systematic monitoring, tracking and analysis of personal data 

systems (Bauman & Lyon, 2013, Clarke, 2018). 

Is an “assemblage” that abstracts the human body from a digital “data double”, that can be 

scrutinized and used for purposes of control by governments or can be “sold” for profit in 

commercial interchanges (Haggerty & Ericson, 2000). 



2. The “Computer revolution” (James H. Moor)
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Hasselbalch, Data Ethics of Power, with reference to James H. Moor, 1985



The Machine? “Ethics by design”, “machine ethics”, “value 

sensitive design” (The design of the technology)

The Human? ”The ethics of care” (the AI practitioner, the patient, 

the medical practitioner, the counsellor). 

Culture & Society? ”Science and Technology Studies”, ”Data 

ethics of power” (Power dynamics, geo-politics, cultural paradigms, 

socio-technical systems)

Existence? “Philosophy” (What does it mean to be human?) 
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The Ethical and existential questions

in our “AI moment” of controversy 
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The moment between “growth” and “momentum”, 

the “policy vacuum” when...

... “infrastructure” and “ethics” become 

ONE in interest negotiation and geo-politics...

... values become a position



AI ethics principles and recommendations

OECD Principles on Artificial Intelligence, 2019 

(Adopted by OECD 38 member states. GPAI based on the 

principles)

EU AI High-Level Expert Group’s Ethics Guidelines for 

Trustworthy AI, 2019

(ethical framework for EU AI Act)

UNESCO Recommendation on the ethics of artificial 

intelligence, 2021

(adopted by UNESCO 193 member states)
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EU HIGH-LEVEL EXPERT GROUP 

ETHICS GUIDELINES FOR TRUSTWORTHY AI
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https://futurium.ec.europa.eu/en/european-ai-alliance/pages/altai-assessment-list-trustworthy-artificial-intelligence
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What do they have in common? 

The Human (-Centric) Approach to AI 

– Data Ethics of Power A Human Approach in

the Big Data and AI Era
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To contribute to the setting up of a framework for ethics and trust to 

enable the growth of AI in accordance with EU and universally recognized 

values and prepare the ground for global alliance building in this field.

www.intouchai.eu



WHAT’S NEXT? 
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Pencil drawing by Gry Hasselbalch



Thank you!

www.gryhasselbalch.com

New book: Data Ethics of Power – A
Human Approach in the Big Data and AI 
Era – 40% discount (plus postage), via 
orders on the website here using the
discount code: DATA40
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http://www.gryhasselbalch.com/
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/data-ethics-of-power-9781802203103.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/data-ethics-of-power-9781802203103.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/data-ethics-of-power-9781802203103.html
https://www.e-elgar.com/shop/gbp/data-ethics-of-power-9781802203103.html

